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Star Trek Stardate 2001 Calendar Warp into the twenty-first century with the
daring explorers of Star Trek®! Breathtaking color photos of the crews, ships, and
memorable moments from The Original Series, Star Trek: The Next Generation®,
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine®, Star Trek: Voyager®, and nine motion pictures
follow you all 365 days in the STARDATE 2001 CALENDAR. From Quark's Bar to
Starfleet Command, from the Dominion ... Star Trek: Stardate 2001 Calendar: Star
Trek ... The Star Trek Stardate Calendar (2001) is the 2001 edition of the Star Trek
Stardate desk calendar series. Events depicted in this calendar are not considered
to be canon. Star Trek Stardate Calendar (2001) | Memory Alpha | Fandom Star
Trek XI-XII Stardates Calculating calendar dates in the latest movie. Fact: In STAR
TREK, on Stardate 2258.42, Ambassador Spock states that Stardate 2387 is about
129 years in the future, and Stardate 2233.04 is about 25 years in the past. (2387
- 2258.42 = 128.58 Stardates), (2258.42 - 2233.04 = 25.38
Stardates). TrekGuide.com =/\= Calculating Stardates and Calendar Dates Star
Trek: Stardate 2001 Calendar Calendars always make useful and popular presents,
so Pocket Books has been printing them in increasing numbers every year. During
the 2001 holiday season you can choose among six. My favorite by far is the
Stardate 2001 Desk Calendar, which has different color photos for each day of the
year. Trek Calendars Since Mr. Main wrote the Stardate FAQ in 1996, the Voyager
episode “Homestead” established itself to be on “First Contact day,” referring to
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the events in the movie Star Trek: First Contact, which occurred in the Star Trek
timeline on 5 April 2063. Stardate Calculator – Richie Kennedy | route56.com The
Stardates are based off of the Star Trek Online game. Whatever date and time you
enter, this caluclator will give you the same Stardate as Star Trek Online. This
does not work for the television shows or movies. It is only for Star Trek Online. It
is accurate between plus and minus 5 minutes. Stardate Calculator - Star Trek
Online Academy Convert between the Gregorian calendar and the Stardate
system as used in Star Trek: The Next Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and
Star Trek: Voyager. JavaScript Stardate Converter. These conversion routines
convert to and from Star Trek: The Next Generation style Stardates. These
stardates take the form YYXXX.XX where the first two ... JavaScript Stardate
Converter - Steve Pugh A stardate is a fictional system of time measurement
developed for the television and film series Star Trek.In the series, use of this date
system is commonly heard at the beginning of a voice-over log entry, such as
"Captain's log, stardate 41153.7. Our destination is planet Deneb IV …". While the
general idea resembles the Julian date currently used by astronomers, writers and
producers ... Stardate - Wikipedia On Star Trek, we hear a lot of "stardates,"
meant to mark some futuristic date.An example is stardate 47457.1, which is
Captain Picard's birthday.The weird thing is that stardate 47457.1 is either ... How
Do 'Star Trek' Stardates Work? | Mental Floss This article discusses the fictional
timeline of the Star Trek franchise.The franchise is primarily set in the future,
ranging from the mid-22nd century (Star Trek: Enterprise) to the late-24th century
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(Star Trek: Picard).However the franchise has also outlined a fictional future
history of Earth prior to this, and, primarily through time travel plots, explored
both past and further-future ... Timeline of Star Trek - Wikipedia The stardate
system used in the Star Trek franchise can sometimes feel like a random selection
of numbers, but there is some degree of meaning and calculation involved. When
first devising and conceptualizing the futuristic world of Star Trek, Gene
Roddenberry decided that the advent of long-range space travel would
necessitate a brand new way of measuring time, instead of the standard ... Star
Trek: How Stardates Are Calculated (& What They ... The Star Trek Stardate Day-toDay Calendar (2004) is the 2004 edition of the Star Trek Stardate desk calendar
series. Events depicted in this calendar are not considered to be canon. Summary
Blurb With this calendar, readers can relive the most memorable moments from
every Star Trek incarnation – a voyage through five thrilling television series and
ten exciting feature films, including the ... Star Trek Stardate Calendar (2004) |
Memory Alpha | Fandom If you purchase the Star Trek Ships of the Line 2001
calendar thinking its a calendar, you will find the dates are difficult to read in small
print, and it awkwardly hangs sideways, different from where last years calendar
may have hung. Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Star Trek: Stardate 2001 ... The
Star Trek Stardate Calendar (2001) is the 2001 edition of the Star Trek Stardate
desk calendar series. Events depicted in this calendar are not considered to be
canon. Star Trek Stardate 2001 Calendar - modapktown.com Stardate Calculator
based upon fiction of Star Trek . Calculate the Fiction Stardate of the Future!
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StreamZones.com. Select the wanted date (default is current date) and click the
button "Start!". The Fiction Star Date is displayed in the field below. Stardate
Calculator TrekGuide.com more recently declared that there are about 918
stardates per year, based on the dating in the May 1, 2001, Voyager episode
"Homestead" of stardate 54868.6 to the day after the 315th anniversary of the
events of the movie, Star Trek: First Contact, which took place on April 5, 2063,
making that stardate be on April 6, 2378. Decimal Time: Stardates Stardate is the
dating system used in Star Trek. In the original series, they just made it up; so
long as the next stardate was after the current stardate, it worked. Later on, it got
a bit more serious. How to Calculate Stardates (with Pictures) - wikiHow The letter
begins with the stardate 44390.1. Plug that into a run of the mill stardate
converters (which seem to correspond to most of the wikis' Gregorian timekeeping
standards) and you get the date of 23 May, 2367. Okay, cool. It's mid-season and
most people assume that the Star Trek seasons start in in January and end in
December. But what ... Stardate to Gregorian date converters are wrong! :
startrek S.C.E. & Stardate 2002 Calendar By Michelle Erica Green Posted at July
13, 2001 - 1:35 PM GMT. Title: Star Trek S.C.E.: Interphase, Book One / Book Two
Authors: Dayton Ward and Kevin Dilmore ...
You can search for free Kindle books at Free-eBooks.net by browsing through
fiction and non-fiction categories or by viewing a list of the best books they offer.
You'll need to be a member of Free-eBooks.net to download the books, but
membership is free.
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Sound good taking into consideration knowing the star trek stardate 2001
calendar in this website. This is one of the books that many people looking for. In
the past, many people ask roughly this tape as their favourite wedding album to
entry and collect. And now, we present hat you dependence quickly. It seems to
be as a result glad to present you this famous book. It will not become a
settlement of the pretentiousness for you to get unbelievable facilitate at all. But,
it will give support to something that will let you acquire the best times and
moment to spend for reading the star trek stardate 2001 calendar. make no
mistake, this collection is really recommended for you. Your curiosity
approximately this PDF will be solved sooner later than starting to read. Moreover,
next you finish this book, you may not abandoned solve your curiosity but next
locate the authentic meaning. Each sentence has a utterly good meaning and the
choice of word is certainly incredible. The author of this book is extremely an
awesome person. You may not imagine how the words will come sentence by
sentence and bring a cd to get into by everybody. Its allegory and diction of the
photo album prearranged really inspire you to attempt writing a book. The
inspirations will go finely and naturally during you approach this PDF. This is one
of the effects of how the author can have emotional impact the readers from each
word written in the book. consequently this tape is extremely needed to read,
even step by step, it will be in view of that useful for you and your life. If
embarrassed upon how to acquire the book, you may not infatuation to acquire
confused any more. This website is served for you to urge on anything to locate
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the book. Because we have completed books from world authors from many
countries, you necessity to get the tape will be for that reason simple here.
subsequently this star trek stardate 2001 calendar tends to be the lp that you
dependence so much, you can locate it in the associate download. So, it's totally
simple then how you get this autograph album without spending many era to
search and find, measures and error in the compilation store.
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